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This paper provides firstly an exposition on the theory of chromatic sums for rooted planar 
triangulations founded by W.T. Tutte. Then, the generalization of the theory for rooted 
nonseparable planar maps is described. Further, a functional equation of the dichromatic sum 
functions for rooted nonseparable planar maps is also established by using the same 
decomposition lemmas as those in the chromatic case. However, it seems that the equations 
obtained here can not be directly derived from the dichromatic sum equation for rooted 
general planar maps which was discovered by W.T. Tutte as well. 
1. Introduction 
The general problem we concern with here is as follows. 
Let M be a map which may be treated as a 2-cell embedding of a graph, the 
underlying graph of M, into the surface or as an algebraic structure of a 
permutation on the quadricells each of which is obtained by the Klein 
transformation group acting on an element of the edge set of a graph, also the 
underlying graph of M, whichever convenient. .A? represents the set of all the 
maps being considered. P(M; A) is the chromatic polynomial of the underlying 
graph of M for M E .A when A is restricted to the natural number though A may 
be real or complex. Let X = {nr, n2, . . . , n,, . . .} be a set of combinatorial 
invariants for graphs, or topological invariants for maps, we introduce a function 
as 
g =g(Yr, Y2> * * . ; A) = c P(M; A) n yl,‘? (1-l) 
ME.& i*1 
The problem is to determine the functional equation satisfied by the function 
which is called the chromatic sum function defined by (1.1) for 4, X given. 
Theoretically speaking, as soon as the functional equation is found, we can 
always extract the chromatic sum function as a power series of y,, y2, . . . whose 
coefficients are derived from the recursion defined by the equation. However, this 
is a rather boring job. We have to find explicit expressions of the coefficients with 
the indices n,, n2, . . . , ni, , . . fixed further in some cases whenever possible 
although abnormal difficulty and complicatedness usually occur. 
One thing should be mentioned is that by no means a functional equation can 
always be found for any A, and X given. We here only discuss rooted planar 
maps. 
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A map is said to be rooted if an edge R = (a, b) is oriented with the direction 
from a to b. R is said to be the root-edge, u to be the root-vertex, and the face on 
the right-hand side of R when one moves from a to b, the root-face. Two rooted 
maps are equivalent if they both are planar and their underlying graphs are 
homeomorphic in correspondence with root-vertices, root-edges, and root-faces. 
Of course, only non-equivalent maps are considered here. 
By contemplating for a time, we may see that it would be favorable to find a 
functional equation satisfied by the chromatic sum function of some kinds of 
rooted maps if the set of invariants is taken as X = {~ti, Q, +, n4}, where Q(M), 
i = 1, 2, 3 and 4, represents the number of nonroot-vertices, the number of 
nonroot-faces, the valency of the root-face, and the valency of the root-vertex of 
M, M E JU, respectively. 
In this paper, we introduce briefly the theory founded by W.T. Tutte on 
chromatic sums for rooted planar triangulations first. Then, the generalization of 
the theory for rooted nonseparable planar maps is discussed. Further, for the 
dichromatic sum function, which is defined by (1.1) with the dichromatic 
polynomial x(M; p, Y) instead of P(M: A), of rooted nonseparable planar maps, 
the functional equation is also established by using the same decomposition 
lemmas as those we used in the chromatic case. Of course, both dichromatic 
polynomials and dichromatic sum functions were firstly introduced by W.T. Tutte 
as well [6]. However, it seems that those equations obtained here for rooted 
nonseparable planar maps can not be derived from the Tutte’s on dichromatic 
sums for rooted general planar maps directly. 
2. For planar triangulations 
The first paper was published on the topic in 1973 [l]. Let .M represent the set 
of all rooted non-equivalent planar near-triangulations which are nonseparable 
and have all the faces being triangles except for probably the root-face. We note 
that loops do not appear and multi-edges are allowed. The link map which 
consists of a single edge with two distinct ends in JU is assumed as the degenerate 
case. Further, let the set of invariants be taken as X = {r, S, q}, where r(M), 
s(M) and q(M) are the valency of the root-face, the valency of the root-vertex, 
and the number of nonroot-faces, or inner faces of M, M E .A, respectively. If we 
denote 
g = g(x, y, z; A) = c P(M; A)~-)y~(~)z~(~), (2.1) 
then the functional equation satisfied by g, which was found by W.T. Tutte, is as 
follows: 
xg = x3yqa - 1) + $ yzj + yz(g - x21) - x2y2zs,g (2.2) 
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where j =j(x, z; A) =g(x, 1, z; A), 1= l(y, z; A) = [x”]g, the coefficient of x2 in g 
and a,,g = (g(x, y, z; A) -g(x, 1, z; A))/(y - 1) which is said to be the partial 
difference of g with respect to y [l]. 
It is extremely difficult to solve the functional equation. Some special cases for 
A = 3, t + 1, r is the golden ratio, were solved in direct ways. Tutte published a 
series of papers in which several explicit expressions of the function 
h(z; A) = 1(1, z : A) (2.3) 
for particular values of A were presented [2,3]. Since there is a l-to-l 
correspondence between near-triangulations with 2i inner faces when the valency 
of the root-face is 2 and triangulations with 2i faces including the root-face, h 
actually is the chromatic sum function of triangulations with the number of faces 
as the index. The known results are as follows: 
h(z;z+ I)= c z2nT-3n+3 2 ""'!z-+:,:,;'! 'a 
n>O j*O . . 
I 2 3(t2 + 2) x (n-j)!(2n+j)!-(n-j-l)!(2n+j+l)! 
2r-2 
+ 
(n-j-2)!(2n+j+2)!+(n-j_3)!;2n+j+3)! ’ I 
(2.4) 
(25) 
Now, we note that both of A = r + 1, 3 are the Beraha number 
B, = 2 + 2 cos(2n;/n), (2.6) 
when n = 5, 6 respectively. Therefore, it is expected to find the explicit formulae 
for all h(z; B,). From then on, nearly ten years later, Tutte published the general 
results for all A, real or complex, including the Beraha number by a great deal of 
subtle manipulation on (2.2) [4,5]. Let u = z2, he found the following equations: 
( d2) 1-du2 y (-Av2u+12u2+ lOy)+6u$ y=O, 
for A # 4, where 
y = y(z; A) = A-’ vu2h(z; A) + v2u + ;u2, 
and 
(2.7) 
$ (u2h)(2u + 5u2h - 3~ -$ (dh)) = 48u, (2.8) 
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for A = 4. Those are significant and recondite results on the topic till now 
although no explicit expressions have been obtained from them yet. However, the 
author was heard that the first 50th terms of h for A = 4 were determined by using 
computers at Waterloo. 
3. Decomposition lemmas 
In this section, we consider that JU is the set of all rooted nonseparable planar 
maps with the loop map (which consists of a single edge [a rooted loop], a single 
vertex, and two faces) and the link map (which consists of a single edge [a 
root-link], two vertices, and a single face) included. Let X = {nl, a*, n3, n4} as 
defined in 1, or for convenience, let X = {p, q, r, s}. Then, in this case, we have 
g = g(x, y, z, t; A) = c P(M; A)Xp(M)yq(M)Zr(M)ts(M). (3.1) 
ME44 
In order to find the functional equation satisfied by g, we have to investigate the 
decompositions of this kind of maps. 
From a map M, we form two rooted maps M’ = M - R and M” = M - R by 
deleting the root-edge R except for its ends and by contracting the whole R into a 
vertex respectively. The root-edges R’ and R” of M’ and M” are chosen as Fig. 1 
shows. 
Let us write 
A’={M-RIME&{L,O}}; &“={M~R~ME&{L,O}}; (3.2) 
where L and 0 are the link map and the loop map respectively. Then we have the 
following two lemmas. 
Lemmas 3.1. For A’, we have 
(3.3) 
M’=M-R M”=M-R 
Fig. 1. 
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where MI, M,, . . . , Mk are in the order of occurrences when one moves on the 
boundary of the root-face from the root-vertex of M in the opposite direction of the 
root-edge; the root-edge of M; is the first edge of Mi which appears in the travel; 
l(Mi) denotes the number of edges of Mi on the boundary of the nonroot-face 
incident to R in M; and, Mi $ Mi+l= Mi U Mi+l, i = 1, 2, . . . , k - 1, such that 
Mi f~ Mi+1= {v}, v is the root-vertex of Mi+l through which from the root-vertex 
of Mi in the opposite direction of the root-edge of Mi via l(Mi) edges. (See Fig. 2.) 
Proof. Let the set of maps on the right-hand side of (3.3) be .A% = Ckal .A%~. For a 
map M’ E A’ we may always suppose that M’ has k nonseparable components 
MI, MB.. . , Mk E A! - (0) which are treated as rooted as shown in Fig. 2. Then, 
M’=M,+M&-.. $ Mk with 1 s I(Mi) s r(Mi) - 1, determined as the length of 
the common foundary of the root-face of M’ and the nonroot-face incident to R 
of M, 1 s i < k. Therefore, M’ E .& CA. 
On the other hand, for M’ E A%, there exists an integer k 2 1 such that 
M’=M,+M,&. *GM,, Mien-{0} with lS1(Mi)Cr(Mi)-l, l<ick, as 
shown in Fig. 3. We then form a map M E A - {L, 0} by putting a line as the 
root-edge R of M in the root-face of M’ such that the length of the common 
boundary of the nonroot-face incident to R of M and the root-face of Mi is I(Mi) 
which of course satisfies 1 s f(Mi) s r(Mi) - 1, 1 c i s k. Therefore, M’ = M - 
RE./U’. I3 
Lemma 3.2. For A”, we have 
&‘= c c (M,xM,D...YM~), (3.4) 
kz=l s,~2,s(M,)=s,*M,E~-{L) 
14(.MJSs,-l,lG=zk 
where MI, M2, . . . , Mk are in the order of the occurrences when one moves from 
R2 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
the root-edge of M - R (which corresponds to the edge at the root-vertex of M on 
the boundary of the root-face of M with the opposite direction of the root-edge of 
M) via the domain corresponding to the inner part of the root-face boundary of M 
around the common root-vertex of Mi, i = 1,2, . . . , k; the root-edge of Mi is the 
edge of Mi which firstly appears; and Mi 3 Mi+l= Mi U Mi+l, i = 1, 2, . . . , k - 1, 
such that Mi fl Mi+l= {v}, v is the common root-vertex, and Mi+l is in the face of 
Mi SO that from the root-edge of Mi to the root-edge of Mi+1 via ri - l(Mi) edges of 
Mi in the rotation. (See Fig. 3.) 
Proof. Let A* = Ckal A: be the set of maps on the right-hand side of (3.4). 
On the one hand, for M” E A”, there is a map M E .A? - {L, 0} such that 
M”=M.R, R=(a,b). W e may always suppose that M has k z 1 inner 
(nonrooted) faces F,, F2, . . . , Fk such that both a and b are on the boundary of 
6, lsick. 
Let Fi be the face in M” which corresponds to 4 in M, 16 i G k. Then, we have 
M,, Mz, . . . , M,E.A-{L}asshowninFig. 3andM”=M,~M,~.**~M,with 
1 s f(M,) < s(M,) - 1 determined as the number of common edges of &(M) and 
&(M,), where &(M) is the set of edges incident to b in M and am, the set of 
edges incident to the root-vertex a in Mi, 1 s i G k. Therefore, M” E AX: LA*. 
On the other hand, for M” E AI*, there exists an integer k 2 1 such that 
M”=M,YM,~...TM~, Mi l A/n- {L} with lst(Mi)<s(Mi)- 1, lsi~k. 
Then we may uniquely form the map M E A - {L, 0} by splitting the root-vertex 
of M” into a and b which are joined with a line R = (a, b) as the root-edge of M 
such that all the edges related to I(Mi), 1.. 1 < ’ c k, are incident to b. Therefore, 
M”=M.REJU”. 0 
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4. Chromatic and dichromatic sum equations 
In order to determine what the functional equation satisfied by the chromatic 
sum function (1.1) for rooted nonseparable planar maps is, we have to partition 
Jc1 into two subsets, i.e. JU = & + .&, where Jf,, consists of two maps: L and 0. 
Let g, and g, be the chromatic sum function for J&, and & respectively. Then, 
g=go+g1. (4.1) 
Because P(L; A) = A(A - 1) and p(L)= 1, q(L)=O, r(L)=2, s(L)= 1, and 
P(0; 12) = 0, we have 
g, = A(A - 1)X2% (4.2) 
As for g,, on account of the well known formula P(M; A) = P(M’; A) - P(M”; A), 
we have 
g,=g’-g” (4.3) 
where 
g’ = x P(M’; ~)XP(M)yq(M)Z’(M)ts(M), 
MEA, 
g” = C p(M”; A)~P(M)~~(M)=‘(M)~~(M). (4.4) 
MEA, 
Further, by Lemma 3.1 and by the relation P(M; A) = A-‘P(M,; Iz)P(M,; A) for 
M = Ml 4 M2, we find that 
g’ = yzt c A-k+1 
kal 
ME;col P(M; Az)~~(~)y~(~)[z + z* + . . . + zr(M)-l]f(M)) 
= Ayzt c 
ksl 
A-f c P(M; A)xPcM)yqcM) (’ ;f’:“‘)f(-)) 
MEAt 
MTA P(M; A)x~~~)~~(~)(~ ;r’:“‘))“-‘. 
By introducing a,f = (zfi -f)/(l - z) for f =f(z) = g, fi =f(l), 
g’ zyzt C A--(k-l) (a,g)(a,g,J-1 
k>l 
Yzt ad 
= 1 - A-1 argrzl . (45) 
Similarly, by Lemma 3.2 and by the relation P(M; A) = A-‘P(M,; A)P(M,; A) for 
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M = Ml 3 M,, we have 
g’ = nzt x A-&--l) 
kz=l 
M,.mc_CL) P(M,; ~)~~(~~)yq(~~)~‘(~‘)[r + r2 +a . . + W+‘]) 
x c ( M,e& P(M,; jl)~~(~)y~(~)[t + t2 + . . . + @-l]) 
=xzt 2 k-+--l) 
kal ( 
ME& P(M; k)~~(~)y”(M)r’(~)( e)) 
x 
( 
MF& P(M; A)XP(M)y9qg)k-1 
xzt a,@ - A@ - 1)xz2t) 
= 1 - il-’ a&&r - n(n - 1)xt) 
xzt a& 
= 1 - A-‘a&=, . 
Theorem 4.1 [7]. g satisfies the following functional equation: 
(g - A@ - l)zx2t)( 1-i a,,,=,)( 1 - ; a,,,=,) 
=yzt a&(1 -+,,=,) --xzt &g(l -;a,,,=,). 
(4-e) 
(4.7) 
Proof. From (4.1-6), we obtain 
g = A(A - l)XZ% + 
Yzt hg xzt a,g - 
1 -~a,,,=, 1 -~a,,=, 
After multiplying the two sides by (1 - A-’ CJ,g,,,)(l - A-’ a,g,=,) and then 
grouping it, (4.7) is found. Cl 
More interestingly, Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 can also be used to find the 
dichromatic sum equation for rooted nonseparable planar maps. For a map M, 
the dichromatic polynomial of M is defined as 
.&4; P, ,,) = c (P _ l)co(M:S)--co(M)(v _ l)c@:S) 
(4.8) 
SEE 
where E is the edge set of M; M: S is the resultant map of deleting all the edges 
not in S except for their ends; c,, and cl represent the number of components and 
the number of inner faces. We have known the following two relations which are 
useful here on dichromatic polynomials: 
x(M; ~1, v) = ~04’; P, v) + x(M”; ~1, v) (4.9) 
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for R neither an isthmus nor a loop, where M’ = M - R, M” = M . R as defined 
above; 
x(M; ~1, v) = x(Mi; ~1, v)x(Mz; ~1, v) 
forM=MI$M20rM,3M2. 
Now let us write 
(4.10) 
I) = q(x, y, z, f; p, Y) = z x(M; ,u, y)~~(~)y~(~)z’(~)tr(~) (4.11) 
ME”44 
to be the dichromatic sum function of rooted nonseparable planar maps. And, let 
I/J,,, ly, be the corresponding functions, defined by (4.11), of J& and &I 
respectively. Because x(L; p, Y) = ,u, p(L) = 1, q(L) = 0, r(L) = 2, s(L) = 1, 
and x(0; p, Y) = Y, p(O) = 0, q(0) = 1, r(0) = 1, s(0) = 2, we have 
7Qo = p&t + vyzt2. (4.12) 
By using the relation (4.9), we see that 
tk=K+K (4.13) 
where 
,j,; = c %(M’; P, y)XP(M)yq(M)Zr(M)ts(M); 
ME”&, 
(4.14) 
Further, by using Lemma 3.1 and the relation (4.10), we may similarly to the 
chromatic case find 
And, by using Lemma 3.2 and the relation (4.10), 
q,;’ = xzt %(I& - Cucz2t) 
l- %(%Ll -WI 
In consequence, we establish the following theorem: 
m-rem 4.2. I/J satifies the fimctional equation as follows: 
(q - p2t - ~rd)(l - a,v,=,)(l - a44 
=y~t a,q(i - a,tp,=,) +~zta,q(i - a,q,=,). 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
Proof. From (4.12, 13, 15, 16), it can be obtained. 0 
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Comparing (4.17) with (4.7), we would find that they look much likely the 
same form except for the slight difference in the coefficients with A, ,U and Y, even 
though the two functions chromatic and dichromatic look entirely different. 
However, the main difference is in that (4.17) has the symmetry between p and Y; 
x and y; z and t in correspondence with the duality. 
5. Remarks 
In conclusion, we present some remarks on the research. 
1. If we take N = {m, r, s}, where m denotes the edge number and r, s as 
defined above, the corresponding equations to (4.7) and (4.17) can easily be 
found because for a planar map M, m(M) = p(M) + q(M) from Euler formula. It 
is the case when x = y. 
2. For planar triangulations, the Tutte’s Eq. (2.2) can be treated as a special 
case of the Eq. (4.7) here because q = 2p - r from Euler formula in this case, it 
only needs to introduce the substitution 
l4 =x+y; v =xtz (5.1) 
for transforming g into a function of u, v and t, which is just the chromatic sum 
function defined by (2.1) with u, v and t instead of z, x and y respectively. In this 
case, Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 become more simpler. 
Similarly, the dichromatic sum equation for rooted planar triangulations can 
also be derived from (4.17) by the same substitution (5.1) to transform v. 
3. In [6], Tutte provided the dichromatic sum equation for rooted general 
planar maps as 
cp = 1+ pxz? - xzt @q&l - 
( 
A=1 -t+ 
l-t > 
+ vyzt2 - yzt( c#Mpr=l - y_--zzy (5.2) 
in accordance with the notation here. By using the same decomposition, one 
would find the chromatic sum equation for rooted general planar maps, as a 
matter of fact, rooted loopless planar maps with the consideration of P(M; A) = 0 
for A4 with a loop. However from (5.2), it seems that one can not derive (4.7), 
particularly (2.2), as a special case. 
4. For rooted cubic planar maps, the decompositions were also established. 
However, it is very complicated. From the decompositions, the chromatic sum 
equation was also obtained [&lo]. It would be much more difficult for 
determining the corresponding dichromatic equation than that in the chromatic 
case. 
5. How to find a solution of (4.7), (4.17) or (5.2) is still open. 
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